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Traditionally, the study of the interest rat~ sensitivity of 

the price of a pOt'tfolio of assets or liabilities has been pet'fot'med 

using single variable price functions and a corresponding one 

variable duration analysis. This unique variable was originally 

defined as tbe yield to maturity of the portfolio, ~nd later 

generalized to reflect "parallel" changes in the underlying yield 

curve. That is, a change in which each yield point moves by the 

same amouy,t. Still later,_ this parallel shift model was generalized 

to linear shifts, reflecting changes in both the level and slope of 

the yield curve, as well as to other Mathematical models of the 

Manner in which a yield cut've is assumed to Move. 

In general, the ability of such a model to predict price 

sensitivity is dependent on the validity of this underlying yield 

curve assumption. For general yield curve shifts, large errors are 

possible. In practice, this will happen to a greater e~tent when 

the portfolio contains both "long" and "short" positions, as is the 

case for surplus or net worth. A classical duration analysis can 

greatly understate price sehsitivity to nonparallel yield curve 

shifts in this case. Consequently, surplus changes - can appear 

uy,p.'edictable, and d'.Irat ion matching st.'ategies UY,successful. 
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In this paper, a general multivariate duration analysis is 

introduced that does not depend on a mathematical formulation of the 

way in which a yield curve moves. Consequently, complete price 

sensitivity information is derived which is equally applicable in 

all yield curve environments. In addition, this model is practical 

and relatively easy to apply. 

To motivate the multivariate approach, the one variable model 

is analyzed in theory and through eKamples, with emphasis on its 

effectiveness and limitations. Some new results are introduced in 

this classical setting. The limitations of this model are seen to 

be overcome by a more general mUltivariate analysis, and these 

models are then developed in detail. EKamples are utilized 

throughout to make the theory More accessible. The last section 

focuses on applications of these models, as well as a variety of 

practical considerations. 
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o. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of' duration has received a gt'eat deal of' 

attention dut'ing its relatively short history. Bierwag, Kauf'man 

ay,d Khay,g [3] and Ingersoll, Skelton and Weil [12] present 

interesting historic summaries of this activity through 1977, 

while the newet' Bierwag [1] provides additional inf'ot'mation ,:on 

mot'e t'ecent developments. In addition, these sources contain 

extensive t'ef'et'ences to the literatut'e, which will be only 

highlighted here. 

The notioY, of' dut'ation was independently discovered by at 

least f'our authors. The earliest source is Macaulay [15], who 

coiY,ed the tet'm "duration" in 1938 as a t'ef'iY,ement of' maturity f'Ot' 

quantifying the length of a payment stream, such as a bond. His 

focus was on bettet' defining the mean time to prepayment. At 

about the same time, Hicks [10] developed the same duration 

formula, naming it the "average period," by analyzing the price 

sensitivity of an income stream to changes in the underlying 

intet'est t'ate. Specifically, the Macaulay duration equals the 

elasticity of the price of a bond ~ith respect to v • (1 + i)-I. 

A y,umbet' of years later,. Redington [16] ar,d Samuelson [17] 

again discovered this f'ormula by analyzing questions in what has 

come to be known as immunization theory. Redington sought to 
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"imrnuy,ize" a liability .tr.am with an asset str .. am, which meant 

that each was to be equally responsive to changes in the 

underlying interest . rat ... This was accomplished by equalizing 

first derivatives of the associat .. d present value functions, 

thereby introducing this particular approach to the definition of 

a duration which has come to be known as "modified duration." 

Similarly, Samuelson'. focus was on immunization, analyzing the 

sensitivity of a firm's net worth to change~ in the underlying 

interest rate. 

For the above one variable formulations, duration was defined 

in terms of "the interest rate," which typically equalled the 

yield to maturity. This approach was also followed in Vande.'hoof 

[19l, [20] which adapted the Redington model and became what to 

r,lost actuaries rep.'esented "the" introduction to this field of 

thought. At about the same time, Fischer and Weil [9] generalized 

the definition of duration to reflect a complete yield curve, 

rather than the yield to maturity. There, a change in yields was 

modelled in terms of a parallel shift, whereby each yield rate is 

changed by the same amount. This duration measure is often 

referred to as 02, to distinguish it from the Macaulay duration, 

dene.ted 01. Corresponding to other models of yield curve 

dynamics, other du.'ation measures have been defined (see [lJ, [2], 

[3], [4], [13] and [14], for example). 

More recently, Stock and Simonson [181 have analyzed afte.'

tax adJustments to price sensitivity, while Chambers, Carleton and 
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McEnally t6l have explored the notion of a duration vector in 

immunizing bond portfolios. There, the various components of the 

duration vector correspond intuitively to weighted averages of the 

adJusted times to maturity raised to various powers. The first 

component is simi lar to 02, whi 1& the second reflects a measut'e of 

the average time squared, then average time cubed, etc., The 

adJ'Jstment made to the time values is a reduction of or,e pet'iod. 

In this paper, a general Multivariate approach to duration 

analysis and price sensitivity is developed which is applicable to 

virtually any model of yield curve Movements. Of course, 

multivariate Models have been used elsewhere (see tll, for 

example) • The purpose here is to explore the general " mathematical 

theory and its application in some detail. 

To motivate the approach taken and introduce some new notic.r.s 

in a familiar environment, section 1 focuses on the one variable 

models in theory and through examples. Here, durat ior. and 

convexity are defined and used to estimate relative price 

sem~itivity based on the well-knowr. Taylot' series approximations. 

In addition, exponential approximation models are developed based 

01'. an identity between price changes and the integral of duratioY., 

which is reminiscent of similar identities involving the force of 

interest, Ot', the force of mortality. 

The various approximation formulas are also compared and 

charactet'ized in terms of the!.r underlyiy.g assumptions concerning 
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the funct ional fo~'m of durat ion. In addition, the various 

exponential formulas are seen to be limiting cases of the more 

traditional formulations. The notion of a "compound durat!':>n," c.~-

the "dut-ation of duration," is also introduced and the second 

orde~- approximations are seen to be equivalent to intuitively 

appealing composites of first order approximations. The examples 

developed illustrate the effectiveness of these models to 

app~-oo)(ii"ate relat ive p~-iee changes whenpt'ice is truly a f'Jnct ion 

of a single yield variable. 

Section e focuses on the limitations of these models to 

estimate price changes in the real world, where yields defined 

from a yield curve and the associated yield changes are truly 

mult ivariate. Examples are developed corresponding to the yield 

to maturity approach, and the parallel yield curve shift approach. 

In each case, apparently anomolous price behavior is exemplified. 

In the first example, the units used to define yield changes are 

seen to have a material effect on price sensitivity conclusions. 

For the second example, it is shown that for yield curve shifts 

which a~'e not pat'allel, the standard formulas can produce 

estimates which a~-e orde~'s of magnitude in erro~'. 

As part of the analysis of this second example, the notions 

of "directional duration" and "directional convexity" are 

i nt ~'od uced • Intuitively, these measures reflect price sensitivity 

to yield curve shifts which in a multivariate sense, are in 

directions other than the parallel shift vector, M = (1,1, ••• ,1). 
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Here, each component o~ the shi~t vector is interpreted as the 

change in the cot'respondir",g yield curve point. 

Section 3 then develops a Multivariate duration calculus in 

detail. Starting with ~orMal de~initions o~ the directional 

measut'es noted above, prr.pert ies are developed which pat'allel the 

single variable case o~ section 1. In particular, polynomial 

approximat ions analogous to the tradit ional formulas at'e 

established, as well as exponential approximations based on an 

exponential identity. Bounds are also determined for the size of 

directional duratioY,s, based on the familiar estimates invc.lving 

the gradient of a multivariate function. 

The concepts o~ "partial duration" and "partial convexity" 

are next developed, as well as the corresponding "total duration 

vector" and "total convexity Matrix." Again, polynomial 

approximations follow, as do exponential approximations based on 

an exponential identity. These forrnulat ions are shown to t'educe 

to the one variable ~ormulas when yield curve shi~ts are parallel, 

and this cot'responds to the results that duration equals the sum 

of the partial durations, and similarly, convexity equals the sum 

of the partial convexities. The examples from section 2 are then 

revisited and more ~ormally analyzed in the context of these 

models. 

A variety of results are then derived between the partial 

models and directional Models. Not surprisingly, as is true for 
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partial and directional derivatives, the directional duration and 

cOYlvexity values can be readily calculated from the cort'espondiYlg 

partial duration and convexity values. Directional duration 

bOUYlds at'e revisited in the more natural context of the total 

duration vector, which is also analyzed in terms of its potential 

length. Det'ivat ives of the various d .... rations are also det'ived, as 

are the associated compound duration concepts. ~s was the case in 

section 1, second order multivariate approximations are seen to 

reduce to natural composites of first order approximations via 

these compound duration values. 

Section 4 then develops some applications in more detail. 

F,::ot' noncallable boy,ds, pat'tial dLlt'atioYI and cOYlvexity formulas at'e 

seen to naturally decompose the classical duration and convexity 

f,::ot'mu I as. For securities which contain options, the standard 

derivative formulas are inappropriate. Consequently, finite 

difference formulas are reviewed which are suitable for use with 

option pricing models. These formulas are formally analyzed with 

respect to their estimation errors, although in practice, the 

appropriate difference interval will often be chosen based on 

trial and error, and Judgement. 

The price sensitivity implications of the estimated duration 

values are next explored. The concept of "durational leverage" is 

iYltrc,duced aYld proves to be a useful quantitative measut'e fot' 

understanding the potential price sensitivity compared with that 

implied by the traditional duration value. 
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Finally, two yield curve slope Models are developed and shown 

to be easily analyzed with the durational calculus developed in 

section 3. The first model corresponds to the now relatively 

common generalization of traditional duration, whereby parallel 

yield curve shifts arR generalized to include affine or linear 

shifts (Bierwag [2J). That iB, where both the level and slope of 

the yield curve change. The second Model is more general, in that 

the yield curve is reparametrized in terms of its various 

interpoint slopes. 
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(1.11 

1. ONE VARIABLE MODELS 

Let P(il deY,ote the price function which assigns to each 

inte,-est rate i ~ 0, the present value of a given collection of 

future cash flows. The a ctual rate i can be defined within any 

systeM of units: annual, seMi-annual, continuous, etc., and will 

generally follow frOM the context of the problem. Also, the future 

cash flows can be positive 0'- negatrve, ffxed or depey,dent on i. 

However, we will always aSSUMe that P(il Is at least twice 

diffe,-entiable, and has a continuous second de,- ivativil. 

As an exaMple, if 

fl o w equals 5 at t ioll~ 

- .08 is a semi-annual rate, and future cash 

year, and 10 at time 5 year .. , we have. 

P(il = 5v2 + 10v10, 

p (.08 I = 11. 38, 

where v (1 + 1/21-1,. 

~f!Dit!gn_!~! Given a price function P(il, the j~i!!~l_~y~~t!Qn 

fYDGt!2n, O(il, is defined for P(11 ~ ° as follow .. : 
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dP / 
<1.2) 0(1) a / Pli). II 

di/ 

For the price ~unction given in 11.1), 

<1.3) Oli) = 15v3 + 50v11 ) / Pli), 01.08) m 3.25. 

As de~ined above, th. duration ~unction quanti~ies the 

approKimate relative change in price caused by a lIiven change in 

interest rates. This is because the Taylor series approKimation. 

<1.4) Pli) :: PliO) + P' (10) (i - iO), 

can be rewritten. 

<1.5) P(i)/P(1o) :: 1 - DIiO) Ai, 

where Ai = i - iO. 

In the above eKample with iO = .08 and i = .085, the actual 

relative price change is .9840, which re~lects a decrease o~ 1.60~, 

while the approKimation in 11.5) lIives .9838, for a decrease of 

1.62". 

Of course, the approKimation given by 11.4) is Just the 

traditional tangent line approKimation to Pli) at iO. In this 

light, the duration DliO) is seen to be -1 times the slope of the 

tangent line to Pli)/PliO) at iO. Intuitively, OliO) approKimates 

the percentage change in price due to a yield change of 100 basis 

points, Ot' Ai = .01. For positive 0(10), price decreases at"e 
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associated with yield increases, ay,d conversely. Fot" negat i ve 

O(iO), price and yield changes move with the same orientation. For 

the above example, (1. 3) therefore impl ies that the price funct ie.n 

in (1.1) will change about 3.25~ for a 100 basis point change in 

rates ft"om iO = .08. The actual relative change is calculated to be 

-3.17~ for a 100 basis point increase~ and 3.32~ for a rate 

dect"ease. 

Whey, the cash flows are fixed and independent of intet"est rates, 

another interpretation of dUt"ation is possible which relates to the 

timing of the cash flows. In particular, the duration function in 

(1.2) is proportional to the weighted average of the times to 

receipt of the various cash flows. Here, each weight equals the 

pt"OPOt"t ion of the total price encompassed by the given cash flow, 

and the proportionality constant is 1 for continuous i, and 

(1 + i/m)-l fot" Y,ominal i compouy,ded In times per year. In the abe.ve 

example with iO = .08, the weighting on the first cash flow is .41, 

that on the secoy,d is .59, and the weighted average time te. t"eceiPt 

is 3.37 years. 

above. 

Scaling by (1.04)-1 produces the duration calculated 

As noted iy, the Introduction, this "weighted average time" 

concept is the basis of the original definition of duration, today 

refet"t"ed to as the Macaulay Out"ation, while the definition given in 

(1.2) is now known as the Modified OuratioY,. The appeal of the 

original definition is that in terms of average time, no 

proportionality constant is necessary. In particular, the duration 

of a single cash flow equals the time to receipt of that cash flow" 
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<1. G) 

11. 7) 

11.8) 

The disadvantage of the Macaulay Duration is that to estimate a 

relative change in price, its value would have to be scaled before 

applying <1.5). 

In addition to the .tandard approKimation given in 11.5), 

duration can also be used as part of an eKponential approKimation to 

Pli). To this end, we have the following: 

Erg~~!t!gn_! Let PI i) be a price function which is non-zero in an 

interval I. Then for iO, i E I: 

P(i)/P(iO) • eKp [- J DIy) dyJ. 
iO 

Erggf Because Pli) ~ 0, wa have that: 

d 
011> - - In IPH) I, 

di 

fo.' i E I. Integrating <1.7) between iO and i, and eKpoy.entiatir.g 

the result produces 11.G). II 

Proposition 1 motivatas the approKimation: 

PU)/PliO) == aKp [-OliO) ~iJ, 

where ~i = i - iO. For small values of ..1i, this eKponential 

approKimation will produce values which are close to those based on 
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the traditional formula (1.5). This is easily verified by 

considering the Taylor series expansion of the exponential function 

in (1.8). 

Applying (1.8) to the example in (1.1) yields better 

approximations than those produced by the traditional approximation 

(1. 5). For example, given a 100 basis point yield change, we would 

estimate a ~rice change of -3.20~ if positive, and 3.30~ if 

negative, based on (1.8). These values compare more favot'ably to 

the actual r~spective values of -3.17~ and 3.32., than the 

traditional estimate of ±3.25~. 

The fact that neither approximation (1.5) nor (1.8) tends to 

produce exact answers suggests that price functions tend to be more 

complicated than linear or simple exponential models can reflect. 

More formally, it is virtually always the case that the second 

derivative of the price function, PU(i), is not identically O. One 

exception is given by a simple discount price function with one cash 

flow, P(O), at time equal to duration, 0(0). 

P(l> = P(O) (1 - O(OH). 

That is, 

To accomodate the effect of the second derivative of P(i), the 

concept of convexity is defined analogously to duration, as a 

relative change function. 
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(1.9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

P!!t.f!!!!~!9[L! ... g Given PIll, the ~Dx!t!!jll(_fY!!S~i2D, - C(U, is defined 

for P(i) ~ 0 as follows. 

C(i) ~ / PIt). II 

For the price function given in (1.1), 

C(i) = (7.5v4 + 275v12) / P(i), C(.08) ~ 15.66. 

Using the second order Taylor series: 

P(i) ::: PliO) +P' (1-0) (i - tt/T + '!Ipn-HO) (i ~ iO,2, 

we get the following quadratic generalization of (1.5): 

P(i)/Plio) ::: 1 - DUO) Ai + '!ICliO) (.,61>2. 

For exaMple (1.1) with iO - .08 and i = .085, a calculation 

produces an exact l"elative price change of .9840 (-1.60lC), while the 

approxiMation in (1.12) gives .9842 (-1.58lC). In this exaMple, the 

absolute el"rOl" of the second order approKiMation is no better than 

that produced by the first order estiMate; both aloe .02lC. For 

small values of Ai in ger,el"al, the sign of the error associated 

with a given Taylor series approximation is equal to the sign of the 

next higher Ordel" term. That is, the sign of the product of: 

(a) the next del"i vat i ve eval uated at iO, and (b) .oi raised to the 

corresponding pOWel". Consequently, because convexity is positive in 

the above exaMple and (.Ail 2 is always positive, the duration 
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(1.13) 

<1.14) 

(1.15) 

app.'oximation in (1.5) of .9838 understated the ac:tual relative 

p"ic:e c:hay,ge of .9840. 

As for the second order approximation usiy,g (1.12), the sign of 

the error depends on both the sign of the third derivative of P(i), 

.md the sign of .l!.i, since its exponent will be odd. For the above 

example the third derivative is negative, so it is predictable that 

(1.12) will overstat .. p"ic:e c:hanges assoc:iat .. d with small inte.'est 

rate inc:reases, and understat .. these c:hanges for small dec:reases. 

In order to develop a sec:ond order counte"part to the 

exponential approKinlation in (1.8), we need to first expand the 

eKpOney,t fuY,ct ion in <1.6) into a Taylor series. 

let: 

f(i> 

We then have. 

J D(y) dy. 
iO 

f' (i) = 0 ( i ) , '''(i) '" 02 (1) - CIi). 

In pa.'t icular, 

The second de"ivative is easily obtained by differentiiltiy,g the 

identity, P' - -DP, and solving for 0'. Conseq uent I y, 

f(i> ::: OliO) Ii - iO) + ~[02(iO) - C(iO)] Ii - iO)2. 
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(1.16) 

(1.17) 

Substituting <1.15) into <1.6) I 

When the approxiMation in (1.16) is applied to the price 

function in (1.1>, the price change predicted due to an inc,'ease in 

interest rates from .08 to .085 is .9842. This cOMpares to the 

correct answer of .9840, and equals the quadratic estiMate using 

(1.12) • 

Prgl!g~!1;!g[Lg Let PO) be a price function which is nOI'.ze,'o at io. 

Then fo,' A i sufficient ly small: 

exp(-D(iO)Ai) 

I-D(iO),Ai 

PO)/PHo) 

P(il/PHO) 

PH) /PHO) 

eKp(-D(10) ..1il 

1 - D(io).l:ii 

where .A. i = iO, D = DHO), C .. C<il). 

C 

o ( C 

C 

D2 

D2 

I) 

Prgg! Clea,'ly, the bounds in (1.17) correspor.d to the linea,' and 

first order eKponential approxiMations in (1.5) and (1.8). The sign 

of the error in these first order approximations equals the sign of 

the second o,'der te"Ms in the respective expar.sior.s in (1.12) ar.d 

(1.16). For the linear approximation, this term has the sign of 

C(iO), while for the exponential approximation, this terM has the 

sign of C(iO) - D2(iO). The bounds in (1.17) follow from this and 

the observation that 1 + x S e K• II 
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0.18) 

0.19) 

As implied by (1.14), th. derivative of the dur.tion function is 

r.lated to the conveKity function. Mot'e formally. 

0' (1) .. 0 2 ( 1) . - C ( 1) • 

Using this eKpression in the first order Taylor saries for n(i), 

O(i) '" 0(10) + [02(10) - C(iO)]~i. 

For the eKample in (1.1>, wa have 0' (.08) = -:5.10. Con .. equently, 

the approKimation in <1.19) pt'edicts that. yield inc"ease of 100 

basis points wo'~ld decr .... e the duration by about. OS. An actual 

calculatioy, shows that D(.09) = 3.19, for a dect'ease of .06. 

From (1.19), e.ne can conclude that for a small increase in i, 

O(i) will ins~g@§g only if 02(iO) is larger than CliO). 

Consequently, if conveKity is negative at iO, O(i) will always be an 

increa .. ing function locally about iO. For po .. itive conveKity, 0(1) 

will be an inct'easing function only if C(iO) ( 02(iO), and will be a 

decrea .. ing function, as in the above eHample, if CliO) ) 02(iO)' 

By introducing tha notion of the duration of duration, the 

secoy,d orde,' app"c'Kimations in (1.12) and (1.16) can be interpreted 

naturally as the corresponding first order approKim.tions in (1.5) 
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(1.20) 

(1. 211 

(1.22) 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 

and (1.8), with an "adJusted duration" value. To this end, we 

~ormalize this notion 0' a compound duration in the natural way: 

~fiDiligD_l~~ Biven a duration 'unction D(i), the dYr§!!2~_2f 

dYr.l!9D_fY~1!2~, DD(i), is d.~ined ~or D(i) ~ 0 as ~ollows: 

DD( i) - dD I DU). II 
all 

From (1.18), w. have that. 

DD (1) = C ( i ) ID (1) - D ( 1) • 

Also, the ~ollowing version 0' Proposition 1 holds within any 

interval in which D(i) do.s not change sign: 

D(i)/DCiO) c .xp 

i 

[-JDDCY) 
iO 

dyl. 

Rewriting the ~irst order Taylor expansion in Cl.19), we get. 

DCt> lOS D(10) [1 - DD(10) Ail, 

which is 'unctionally equivalent to (1.~'j). Usir.g this eHp,'ession 

in (1.6) and integrating, w. get. 

P(U/P(iO) = eHp [- Ai D(10) [1 - DD(10) A i/2ll. 

This app,'oHimation 'or price change is equivalent to the second 

ot'der exponent ial obtai n.d in (1.16), as a calculat ion shows. 

Howevet', this ~ot'mat is intuitively mot'e appealing to use, since it 
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(1.25) 

"'an be interpreted a. an appl i",at ion of the fh'st order expoy.ey.t ial 

approximation in (1.8) with an adJusted duration value. The 

adJ.~ .. ted duration equals the approximation in <1.23) for 

DUO + ,llil2). 

For example, ",onsider the pri~e fun",tion in (1.1). A 

",al",ulation shows that 00(.08) a 1.57. Consequently, if yields 

in"'t'eased 100 basi,. points, the adJusted duration, 

0(iO)[1 - OO(iO) ~i/2], will equal the original duration of 3.25, 

de"'t'eased by "'<1.57)" to 3.22. Using this adJusted value iyo (1.8) 

is equivalent to applying (1.24) dir.",tly, and a pri",e de",rease of 

3.17" is estimated. 

The quadrati'" approximation in (1.12) ",an also be rewritten in 

terms of OO(i) as follows. 

P(i)/P(iO) '" t1 - ~i OliO) tl - <OO(iO> + O(iO» ,Ai/2]]. 

Analogous to (1.24), the expression in (1.25) ",an be intet'preted as 

an appli",ation of the standard linear approximation in (1.5) with an 

adJusted dm'at ion. Here, he.wever, the dUt'at ion adJ ustment di ffet's 

ft'.::>m that in (1.24), refle",ting both OO(iO) and OliO). Applying 

<1.25) to the pri",e fun",tion in (1.11, 00(.08) + 0(.08) = 4.82, se. 

the adJusted d.~ration ",orresponding to bi = 100 basis points equals 

the original duration of 3.25, de",reased by "'(4.82)" to 3.17. Using 

this adJusted value in (1.5) pt'odu",es an estimated pt'ice dect'ease of 

3.17". 
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(1.26) 

It is interesting to ob.erve that the fundamental difference 

between the various approKimation. for P(i)/P(iO) i. the underlying 

a •• umption regarding the behavior of O(i) near iO. For the 

eKponential approKimations in <1.8), <1.16) and <1.24), this 

assumption is eKplicitly ba.ed on the identity in (1.6). Namely, 

__ ~~RQn~nt!~1_8RgrQ~!ro~112n __ 

<1.8) 1st Order 

<1.16), <1.24) 2nd Ot'der 

where 0 - OliO) and C - CliO). 

_~2Q~!_f2r_~lil_ 

o 

o + [02 - CJ Ai 

That is, the first order approKimation reflects the assumption that 

0(1) is constant, while fOt' the second order version, it is assunled 

that O(i) varies linearly according to its tangent line 

approKimation in (1.19). Hence, if O(i) i. con.tant or linear, 

the correspondiYlg approKimation will be eKact. 

Turning to the polynomial approKimation. in <1.5), <1.12) and 

(1.25), while they may appear More natural than their eKponential 

counterparts, they imply less natural, and sometime. counter

intuitive assumptions about O(i). These assumptions can be 

determined by equating the eKact value of P(il/P(iOI as given in 

(1.61 to the respective approKimations, and Bolving for O(il. 
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Although integral equations are eY,countered, these are easily solved 

by fit'st taking logarithms, then diffe,'entiating with respect to i. 

The following relationships then result. 

(1. 27> (1. 5) 1st Order o / (1 - 0 Llil 

(1.12), (1.25) 2nd O,'der <D - C Ail / (1 - OAi + .... C(Ail 2 ) 

The underlying model for O(i) in (1.5) can be counter.-intuitive. 

Fo,' e~ample, a calculation shows that this function is an increasing 

function of ~i, while as noted above, O(i) is an increasing 

funct ion locally only when 02 (iO) 'eKceeds ·C (iO)' While so,oewhat 

.,o,'e ce.mplicated, the model for 0(11 underlying (1.12) and (1.25) 

de.es not have th is potent ial p,"oble"" in that it too wi 11 be an 

inc,'easing function locally only when 02(iO) e~ceed .. CliO). 

As shown in sect ion 1. d. above, the various approKi.,at ions for 

P(i)/P(iO) can be interpreted in terms of the underlying assumptions 

regarding the behavior of the duration function, O(i), near iO. In 

addition, each of the e~ponential approKimations can be shown to be 

the limiting case of applying the linear appro~imation in (1.5) to 

ever finer subdivisions of the interval from iO to i. 

I 
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<1.28) 

(1.29) 

<1.30) 

To see this, let iO And i ) iO be given, and de~ine a 

subdivision o~ the corresponding interval by. 

J - 0, ... tn. 

Clearly, we have that. 

n 

EliL -1T 
PliO) 

Applying the linear approximation in (1.5) to each term in this 

product, we get. 

n 
EliL "'IT <1 - D<i J -l) .A1/n). 
PliO) 

In <1.30), i~ it is aSSUMed that Dli J ) - D(10) ~or all J, the 

resulting product converges to the ~ir.t order exponential 

approximation in <1.8) as n-.... I~ it is •• sumed that D(i J ) is 

given by the linear approximation in (1.19), the resulting product 

conver'ges to the .econd order' exponential .ppr'oxhration in (1.16). 

I~ exact D(1 J ) is used, the exponential identity in (1.6) results. 

Interestingly, i~ the quadratic approximation in (1.12) is used in 

<1.29), and the convexity ~unction is aS5U'ded constant, i.e. 

C(i J ) c CliO), the products again converge to the two exponential 

appr'oKimation5 depending only on whether we aSSUMe D(i J ) to be 

constant or linear. Similar'ly, ~or exact C(i J -l) and D<1 J -l) the 

product again converges to the identity in (1.6). See the Appendix 

for a proo~ of these relationships. 
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C2. 1) 

2. LIMITATIONS OF THE ONE VARIABLE MODELS 

The example developed throughout section 1 illustrates the 

effectiveness of one variable models to approximate the ,"elative 

change in p,"ice due to a change in the interest ,'ate. 

Unfortunately, it is difficult to reduce the real world financial 

markets to such a unique interest rate. In p,"actice, therefor"e, the 

use of one variable Models is not without its limitations, as the 

following two examples demonstrate. 

AssuMe that we have a sin,ple portfolio of three cash flc,ws equal 

to 20, -20 and 11 at times 0, 1 year and 2 years, respectively. 

Also, assume that the one year spot rate is .105, and the two year" 

spot rate is • 10. For simplicity, such a spot rate curve will be 

deY,oted C.105, .10). At these ,"ates, the current price is easi ly 

calculated to be 10.99136. 

One traditional approach to applying the one variable model is 

the ~i@!g_tQ_m~tY~it~_iYI~l_~ee~Q~~b whereby the price function PCi) 

is Modelled as follows. 

PCi) - 20 - 20v + 11v2 , v .. (1 + i) -1. 
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12.2) 

The equation Pli) - 10.99136 has two solutions. .00445 and .21565, 

and one logical approach to choosing between these values is to 

check the behavior of Pli) nearby. A simple calculation shows that 

Pli) is a decreasing function near .00445, and an increasing 

function near .21565. However, if spot rates increased 100 basis 

points to 1.115, .11), the portfolio value would decrease to 

10.99063. Consequently, it is more intuitively appealirog to use a 

decreasing function, so we choose the smaller YTM of .00445. The 

duration of PI i) at this point is calculated to be .172, and the 

convexity equals 2.308. 

Using the linear approximation for Pli), we get: 

Pli)/PI.00445) = 1 - .1721i - .00445). 

Now, if the yield curve increased unifo."mly by .01 to l.llS, .111, 

the use of .01445 li.e •• 00445 + .01) for i in 12.2) would yield a 

very poor approximation. The actual po."tfolio decrease in this case 

is .0067", while this linear approximation and i value would p."edict 

a decrease of .17". Making the adJustment fo." the convexity value 

of 2.308 improves the approx imat ion sli ght ly t • ., a predicted dec."ease 

of .16", still orders of magroitude froln the cOI"."ect an.wel". 

Of course, the problem here i .. one of units; yield curve units 

versus YTM units. The proper value to use for in (2.2) is not 

.01445, but the YTM corresponding to the yield curve 1.115,.11). A 

calculation shows this value to be .00485. That is, the .01 change 
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1 

in yields corresponds to only a .0004 change in YTM, so it is 

obvious why the above initial approximation was so poor. Using the 

new YTM in (2.2) produces a predicted decrease of .0069., and this 

compares quite favorably to the actual value of .0067.. He.'e, the 

convexity adJustment .i& 0 to four decimal places (in pe.'cer,tage 

units) • Using the exponential approKimatior,s provide simila.' 

results because the duration arId convexity values are I'elatively 

small. 

It should be noted that if we had chosen the lat'ger YTM value c.f 

.21565, its counterintuitive negative duration of -.117 can also be 

interp.'eted as a problem of units. That is, an increase in spot 

yields corresponds to a decrease in YTM~ thereby correcting for 

both the wrong sign and the wrong order of magnitude. Speci fically, 

the yield increase of .01 corresponds to a YTM change of -.0006. 

Consequent ly, one can often correct for the scal ir,g p.'.:.blern 

inherent with the VTM approach by developing an appropriate 

conversion fc.rmllia (see sect ion 2. c). However, the VTM approach 

also has the uncorrectable pI'oble," of noneKistence of solutions. 

For eKample, the yield curve (.109,.110) produces a price for the 

above cash flows of 10.8936, which is below the minimum value in 

(2. 1) of 10.909. Hence, no VTM exists, not" does ar, estimable ..1i. 
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(2.3) 

(2.4) 

The commonly used alternative to the YTM approach is the 

11!!!:!!ll!!l_§t!if!_!!I1I1l:Q!!S!h ... he.· .. by the interest rate parameter is 

derined directly in terma or the change in the yield curve. The 

restriction here is that the original yield curve or c. 105,. 10) 

moves only "in parallel." That is, each yield rate changes by the 

same amount. Specirically, t.he price runction fo.· the above cash 

flows is modelled as follo",sl 

P(i) c 20 - 20v + 11w2 1 v = (1. 105 + 1) -1 , ... ~ (1. 1 0 + il -1 • 

The equation P(i) = 10.99135 no ... has the obvious solution of i O. 

A calculation produces DCO) = ~0135, CCO) - 1.404, and PCi) is 

linearly approximated by: 

PCi)/PCO) z 1 - .01351, 

0", by the cO"responding second ot'der estirnate ... hich adds '.CCO) i 2 • 

For a parallel yield curve increase of .01 to C.115,.11), the 

app"oximation in (2.4) predicts a po.·tfolio dec".,ase of .0135~, 

... hich ove"states the actual decrease of • 0057~. The convexity 

adJustment improves the _pp.·ox imat ion f"om • 013e.~ to .00&&1-, ... h ich 

is quite goe.d. Using the exponential approximations provides 

virtually identical results in this case, because D(O) and CCO) are 

small. 

The primary limitation of the parallel shift approach is that 
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yield cu.'ve shifts a.'e often rIot parallel, and the above model can 

p.'ovide poor app,'oll imat ions. Consider, for example, an increase in 

yields from <.105,.10) to <.1075,.1075). That is, an increase of 25 

basis points in the one year spot yield, and 75 basis points in the 

two yea.' val ue • Since the dUration of the portfolio is positive at 

• 0136, one might ellpect that an increase in yields should dec.'ease 

the portfolio value. In this case, this does indeed occur and this 

nonparallel increase in yields causes a decr~ase in the portfolio 

value of .745". 

However, this actual decrease would I'"IOt have beEln predicted 

from the first or second order approximations for P(i)/P(O), 

choosirlg i to be in the .'angEl f.'om 25 to 75 basis pOints. The best 

of the fou.' appro .. imat ions would pred ict a p."rt fol io dec.'ease .:.f 

only .010"; a poor estimate for the actual decrease of .745". It 

appears that for this nonparallel yield curve change, the portfolio 

is far mc •• 'e sensitive than 0(0) = .0136 and C(O) = 1.404 irnply. 

This problern has little to do with the order of magnitude of the 

yield curve shift. That is, the problem is not that shifts of 25 

basis points or 75 basis points a.'e to." la"ge for the app.'o .. imation 

to wo.'k WEll!. 

For Elxample, assume that the yield curve had irlcreased only 

slightly f.'om (.105, .10) to (.1052, .1001>. This shift is positive 

arId rlea.'ly parallEll, so given that 0(0) = .0136, a pCot'tfc.lio 

decrease is expected. However, the portfolio value actually 

iYlct"eases in this case by .015%_ Both linear arId quadratic 
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OIIppro>cirnations predict d .. cre ...... s .. t both 1 and;:: basis poir.ts. The 

b ... t of these app"0>cimation9 call. for a decrease of .0001:1-. As 

be for ... the sensitivity 0' the portfolio to this non-parallel shift 

appear. much greater than 0(0) and C(O) imply. Unl ike b .. fore. r.ot 

.. ven the sign of the sensitivity i. accurately predicted. 

A .. the e>car"ple in ... ction 2. a. shows. the YTM .. pp,-oach can ofhm 

be used effectively to gauge portfolio sensitivity to parallel yield 

curve sh i fts. What is nec .... s .. ry. howeve,-. is an apprc'priate 

conversion formula to estimate the change in the YTM caused by the 

giv .. n parallel shift in the yi .. ld curve. 

To this end. let 10 d.note th .. initial yield curve in COMmon 

vecto,- notation ... nd 10 the correspoy.ding YTM ... c. that 

P(10) - PlIO). For the above e>cample. 10 - (.105 •• 10) and 

10 = .00445. Also. let Ai denote the parallel shift in the yield 

curve. and ~I the corresponding shift in the YTM •• 0 that 

PliO + Ail = PlIO + AI). E>cpanding each of these functions as 

fi rst o,-der Taylor serie... .. .. g .. t I 
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(2.51 

(2.6) PliO + All = PliO) + P' (10) AI. 

Equating these eKpressions, and recalling that PliO) ~ P(IO), we 

derive the first order estimate when OlIO) ~ 0: 

(2.7) .11 = !:U.!ol Ai. 
OCIo) 

Note that the proportionality constant in 12.7) is the ratio of 

OliO), the dw-atie.n of the p,-ice function evaluated oy, the initial 

yield curve, to 0(10), the duration evaluated at the initial YTM. 

For the eKample in section 2.a. above, this constant is .079. 

Consequently, a 100 basis point pa,-allel .. hift cot..-esponds to about 

an 8 basis point change in YTM_ Rs was noted above, the actual 

YTM change is about 4 basis points for a .01 parallel increase. 

To develop a second order estimate for AI, the Taylor series in 

12.5) and 12.6) a,-e eKpanded to include second derivatives. The 

correspondiy,g quad,'atic equation in AI is then solved with the 

quadt'atic form'~la, produciy,g: 

(2.8) AI = {OlIO) - .{[D2CIO) - 2CCIo)0Iio) Ai + CIIO)CCio) IAil 2;J}/CCI O). 
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The negative square root is taken in C2.8) to satisfy the initial 

condition that AI .. 0 when Ai - o. 

Applying C2.8) to the example in section 2.a. above, with 

10 - C.I05,.10) arId 10 - .00445, one calculates that AI" .0004 for 

.1i ~ .01, a good estimate. Unlike the linear estimate irl C2.7), 

the appt"oKimation given by C2.8) is not symmetric in Ai. This 

asymmetry is often rleeded. In the above eKample, a .01 parallel 

decrease in 10 corresponds to a .0012 decrease in the VTM. Using 

C2.8), we estimate that for .,6i - -.01, ~I :1$ -.0012. 

As noted above, although the VTM approach can often be used 

effectively fot" parallel shifts when the units at"e properly 

converted, at least two set"ious problems persist I 

a). Non-eKistence of VTMS I if there is no eKact YTM 

corresponding to the parallel shifted yield curve 10 + Ai, the 

above conversion formulas for L1 i may not provide good resul ts. 

That is, PCIO + ~I) will not necessarily give a good 

approKimation to PliO + Ail. 

b). Non-parallel shifts: for yield curve shifts which are not 

pat"allel, the above conversion formulas for AI will genet"ally 

provide unreliable results. 
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(2.9) 

Clea,-ly, the nonexistence problem is unavoidable. Howeve,-, the 

problem of non-parallel shifts can be accommodated with .,ore gene,-al 

conve,-sion fo,-mulas. These will be developed in section 3.d. 

We next turn our attentioY, to the example in section 2. b. of the 

parallel shift approach. As was demonstrated, the sensitivity of 

the portfolio value to non-parallel shifts, eVen slightly non

parallel, could be much different from what would have been inferred 

f,-om the given dU"ation and convexity values. 

As was the case for the YTM approach, the problem here is again 

a prob I ern of uyoi t s. The various approximation forrnulas for P(i) 

reflect the sensitivity of price to parallel shifts of the yield 

C'Jrve of Lli. This parallel shift of ili is really a vector shift 

of .11. That is, .1i e (.6i, .6i) rep,-esents a yield chay,ge vectc.,

which moves the yield curve from t to 1 + Ai !!;! 

(il + 4i, i2 + Ll.i). Looked at this way, the shift vector ili can 

be decomposed into a "magnitude," Lli, and a direction, N = (1,1), 

.1i<1,1>. 

In addition, the va,-ious approxi.,ation fo,-mulas for P<tO +.tIil can 

be interp,-eted as ,-eflecting the change in p,-ice due to a change in 
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(2. lOa) 

(2. lOb) 

(2.l0c) 

yields of Ai, where this change is in the direction of the vecto,' 

(1, 1), 

OecomposiY,g the various shifts in section 2.b., we get: 

. (.01, .01> 

(.0025,.0075) 

(. 0002, .(001) 

.01 (1,1> 

.0025 (1,3) 

.0001 {a, 1>. 

Of course, other decompositions are also possible. The 

approximation formulas worked well for shift (2. lOa) because the 

direction of change was (1,1), the direction implicitly assumed in 

the derivation of these formulas. Non-parallel shifts (2. lOb-c) 

caused poor estimates because their directions did not equal (1,1), 

and for the cash flows underlying P(i), this difference in 

directions was very impc.,'tant. 

For notatioY,al convenience here, let 0(1,1> denote the dUI'ati.:.y, 

as defined in (1.3), with the underlying direction vector of (1,1) 

explicitly displayed. For the e~ample in section 2.b., we had 

0(1.1) = .0135 evaluated on the initial yield curve, 

iO = (.105,.10). In the next section, duratioY, and convexity will 

be formally defined with respect to directions other than (1,1). 

With those definitions, one can calculate: 
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(2.11a) 

(2. Ub) 

(2.11c) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

00,11 = .0136 

0(1,3) 3.0212 

0(2, 1) -1.4767 

C (1,1> 

CO,3) 

C(2,1) 

1.404 

34.214 

-6.688 

For thi .. example, the .... du.'ation and convexity value .. reflect the 

price .. ensitivity to yi .. ld curve .. hifts in variou .. directions, and 

are seen to differ greatly. 

Once such Qir:g£i120!!ll_QY!:ii!ii20!L!!IO!L£2Dl!gl!.iiig!! have beer, 

defined and calculated, one can develop the corresponding 

approximation formulas, .. uch a .. the counterpart to (1.12): 

a .. well a .. the analogou .. first order counterpart to (1.5). 

Utilizing (2.12) and the directional values in (2.11), the following 

improved e .. timates can be obtair,ed, 

§t:!Hi Eil:!!LQl:Qgl: §g£Qn!LQr:Qgr: !;l!.!!I£L~ii!ll!~ 

(.Ol,.Oll -.0136)1. -.0066)1. -.0067" 

(. 0025, • C>075) -.7533)1. -.7446" -.7447" 

(.0002, .0001) +.0148)1. +.0148)1. +.014870 

In section 3, thi .. Multivariate approach to duration and 

convexity will be explored in detail. 
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13~ la) 

13.1b) 

3. MULTIVARIATE MODELS 

Let 10 = Ii 0 it i 02, ••• , i Om) represent an m-po i nt y i e 1 d cu.-ve on 

which the pc.rtfolio is valued. Typically, the components of this 

yield vector would cor,-espond to the yield curve pivotal points. 

For eKample, yields fo,- terms: .25, .5, 1., 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, and 30 

years. Such pivotal points are truly the eKternal variables on a 

yield cu,-ve since they are observ .. d-from market activity. The othe,-

yield vall,es a,-e typically interpolated and therefore, interr,ally 

generated and dependent. Also, let N mIni,"" nm) be a dir'ectior, 

vector, N ,. 0, and INI a lI:ni2)~ denote its ler,gth. 

Consider fIt) = PliO + tN), where Pli) is a multivariate price 

functior" assumed to be twice continuo'Jsly differentiable. Clearly, 

this function defines the price of the portfolio as the initial 

yield cu,-ve iO is shifted various units in the direction of N. That 

is, where iOI is shifted tnl units, i02 is shifted tr'2 units, etc •• 

Using a Taylor series eKpansion, we can approKimate fIt) to first 

and second order in t as follows: 

fIt) = flO) + f' COlt, 

fIt) = fCO) + f' COlt + Ojf" IOlt 2 , 
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(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

(3.4) 

In order to calculate thlt derivatives of" fIt) needed in (3.11, it is 

necessary to recognize that the price function is actually a 

function of m variables, the shifted yield curve points, and each of 

these variables is a function of t. Let PJ(I) denote the Jth 

partial derivative of th. price function. Similarly, let PJk(1) 

denote the co,'responding mixed second order par1>ial derivative. 

Then, 

Evaluated at t=O, thE! expressions in 13.2) are seer, to be the 

first and second order directional derivatives of the price function 

PI 1) • That is; 

f' (0) .. ,;)PI EnJP J (10), 
~N110 

f""(0) .. _~:~I EnJnkP Jk I 10)· 
~N.I: Ito 

Considering 13.1) and 13.3), the following definitions are 

motivated: 

~r!DjJ'ig!:L~ ... ! Let P(1) be a rdultivariate p"ice fur,ction and 

the direction of N, DN(1), is defined for PIt) ~ 0 as follows: 

DN(1) '" - ~P IP(t>. II 
aNI 
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(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.S) 

(3. S.) 

13. Sb) 

P!!!!f!n!t!Q!L~ .. g Giv .. n the assumptioyos of Oefinitioyo 3.1, the 

d .. fin .. d fo.· Pli) .. 0 as folio ..... 

eNIl) ~~p IPII). II 
"diiPl 

Sub .. tituting 13.3) into 13. I), the follo .. ing counterparts to 11.5) 

and (1.12) ar .. produc .. d, a .. noted in (2.12), 

PliO + AiN)/P(10) '" 1 - 0NIlO) L'1I, 

As an eKample, consider the price function in 12.3) eKplicitly 

eKpr .. ss .. d as a function of two variables, 

where v = (1 + il)-l, w - (1 + i2)-1. The various partial 

d .. rivativ .. s of P(il, i2) are easily calculat .. d to be. 

Evaluating these de"ivativlls at 10 = (.105,.10), and p ... ·formirog the 

n .. ces .. ary weight .. d summations in (3.3), the dir .. ctional durations 

and conveNltl .. s displayed in (2.11) can b .. readily verified. 

Befet·eo continuing, it Is .. orth noting that. 
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(3.9) 

1) If N - (1, ••• ,1), the parallel shift direction vector, DN(iO) 

equals the traditional value of D(O), and CN(iO) - C(O). Here, 

these traditional value. are calculated utilizing the parallel 

shift approach (see Proposition 6, below). 

2) Fot'mulas (3.6) and (3.7) at'. consistent even though thet' e are 

infinitely many ways to specify the direction vecto.' N. Fo.' 

eKample, given N, let N' ~N. The cot'respond i ng sh i ft 

.,agnitudes satisfy. Ai' 2Ai. The estimates in (3.G) arId 

(3.7) will then be the s~m. for Nand N', because DN' - 1/2 DN, 

and CN' - 1/4 CN by (3.3). 

To make this more well-defirled, it is possible to no.' .,al i",e 

the model by requiring the direction vector N t o satisfy 

INI = 1. The Magnitude variable, 11 i, is then uniqllely defined 

as the length of the shift vector AiN. However,whethe.' N is 

Ylo.'malized or rIot, consistent estiMates are produced. 

fr2~~!~!2n_~ Let pel) be a multivariate price function and N a 

direction vector with P<iO + AiN) .. 0 for I Lli I .i K. 

~i 

P(lO + AiN)/P(iO) - eKPt-[ DN(lO + tN)dtl, 
o 

for I Ai I .i K. 
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(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

f?!:22! Define fIt) a In1P(10 + tN) I. Then -f' (t) = DN(io + tN), 

which can be integrated and eKponentiated to produce (3.9). II 

FroM (3.9), the following first order eKponential approKimation 

is transparent. 

PliO + .l\iN)/P<10) 01 eKp(-DN(io) Ail. 

A$ was· true in section 1, for sMall values of DN(10) this 

eKponential approKiMation will yield results which are close to 

tho .. e prodclced by the More traditional-looking approKiMatiorl (3.6). 

Ir. order to develop the second orde .. eKponential formula, we nlust 

eKpand the eKponent funct ion in (.3.9) as a Tayle.r series in Ll 1. Te. 

do this, the directional derivative of ON at iO is needed. 

Analogous to (1.18), we have. 

This forhlula is readily verified by taking directional de"ivatives 

of the identity, dP = -DNP. alii 

Proceeding as in the derivation of (1.16), we obtain. 
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(3.13) 

Given a price function, P(l), and a yield curve vector 10, it 

is natural to inquire as to the existence of direction vectors which 

either minimize or maximize 0N(IO). In light of (3.6), such 

dit'ection vectors will represent critical yield .curve shift 

dit'ections fo,' P(l). As r,oted in section 3. a. above, thi ... questior, 

will not be well posed unless some restriction is put on the length 

of N. This is because if N' = aN, ON' (iO) = aONlio). Consequey,tly, 

we can always increase a positive 0N(iO) by increasing the length of 

N. Rest.'icting ou,' attention to r,o,'malized direction vectc.rs N 

satisfying IN! = 1, we have the following (see also Propositi.::>n 10): 

f!:QgQ!t!~!QrL~ Let P(i) be a price function, 10 a yield vecto>' with 

PliO) ) 0, and NO = -(P1IiO), ••• ,Pm(iO»/IP'IiO)!, whe,'e !P'IiO)12= 

I:PJ 2(iO) is assumed to be nor,-zero. Ther, fo,' all dh'ection vecto,'s 

N satisfying IN! a 1, we have: 

-l~~l!Qll ~ 0N(iO) ~ l~~l!Qll· 
PliO) PliO) 

Furthe,', the li.,its in (3.1;3) are attained for N = ±NO, with the 

upper limit corresponding to No, and conversely. 

If Plio) (0, the inequalities in (3.13) are reve,'sed, and the 

uppe.' limit is attained at -No. 
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erQQf This proposition is nothinll mo.· .. than a r .. stat .. , ... nt of the 

classic •• .. sult •• .. garding a directional d .. rivativ .. , that it is 

maKimiz .. d in the direction of its IIradient, and minimiz .. d in the 

opposite direction. Here of course, No i. -1 time. the normaliz .. d 

IIradient of Pll) at 10. II 

IP' (10) I - O. Then for .,11 N, 

13.14) DN(10) - O. 

erQQf This r ... ~,lt is clear from th. d .. finition of DN(:f.O) and 

13.3a), sinc .. IP'1101l - 0 if and only if PJ(10) - 0 for all J. II 

R .. turninll to the eKample of 13.8), one readily calculates from 

13.8a) that IP' (10) I - 23.27 and No - (-.704,.710). Evaluating the 

critical value. of DN(10) by 13.13), we get: 

(3. 1:5) -2.12 S DN(10) S 2.12, INI - 1. 

Finally, a calculation shows that DNIJO) - ±2.12 at ±No, 

respectively. 

As a final comhlent regarding Proposition 4, it should be rooted 

that for INI ~ 1, the bounds in 13.13) are readily generalized. 

For eKample, for PliO) ) 0, 

(3.13)' -lf~l!Dll INI S DN (10) S l!~l!Dll IN~. 
P(10) ~ll0) 
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As shown in .ection 3.b., the classical duration and conveKity 

analysis o~ section 1 can be readily generalized to include yield 

curve shi~ts which are not parallel. An alternative model would be 

one which more eKplicitly recognizes the Multivariate nature of 

yield curve changes. That is, a Model whi.ch estimates P<lO + At) 

directly, where 10 is the initial yield c~rve vector, and ~l ~ 

(~il' •.. ' ~im) is a yield change vector. 

(3. 16a) 

(3. 16b) 

(3. 17) 

To this end, consider the ~ollowing m-dimensional versions of 

the first and second order Taylor .eries: 

P(to + At) = P(10) + EPJ (10) .6iJ, 

P<lO + Au = PUO) + EPJ (10) .6iJ + "aPJkUO) Lli J ~ik. 

These approKiMations naturally Motivate the ~ollowing de~inition.: 

Dwf!Dilign_~L~ Given a Multivariate price ~unction PIt), the Jlb 

~li.l_dYr.ligo_t~i2D, denoted 0J(t), is de~ined ~or P(l) ~ 0 

as~oliowsl 

J - 1, ••• ,m. II 
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13.18) 

13.19) 

13.<10) 

13.<11> 

13.<12) 

Dwt!Dit!9D_~~~ Given the price function PII). the J~tb_p!rt!~! 

~gDY~~1tx_tYDS!12D. denoted CJkll). is defined for Pli) ~ 0 as 

folloWSI 

J. k - 1 ••••• m. II 

Cll). are defined as foilowsl 

OIl> .. ID11i) ••••• Dmlii). 

ICu Ii) Clm(i) I 
I · I 

CI i) - I · I · ICml(i) Cmmllli. II 

Note that 0(1) is to be interpreted as a row vector. Utilizing 

these definitions in (3.161. the following generalizations of (1.5) 

and (1.1<1) are produced 1 

PI~ + i)/PliO) = 1 - OliO)·~i 

To simplify notation. 13.21) utilize. the well known 9g1 

g!:g9Y£1 or in!!!!!:_I!!:gS!YSi notat ion. whereby if Ie and y at'e m-vectOt's. 

x·y is defined: 
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(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

Similarly, the last term in (3.22) is expressed in m~i~iK 

g~ggY£i_ngi~ii2n, or more specifically, as a gy~gr~ii£_fgrm in ~i. 

By convention, ~i is interpreted as a column vector, andLli T is the 

cor.· .. spondirlg row vector, or irim,!UlgJ!~ of Ai. 
calculations then produce. 

Standard matrix 

It should be noted that for smooth price functions, 

because of the cO"responding property for mixed partial de,·ivatives. 

Consequently, C(i) is a symmetric matrix in this· case. That is, 

It should also be noted that the dot product in (3.23) can also be 

expressed in matrix notation as KTy (K,y column matrices), or 

KyT (K,y row matrices). 

Again returning to the example in (2.3), where P(il,ia) = 

20 - 20v + l1w2 , and 10. (.10~,.10), the partial derivatives 
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in (3.8) imply. 

(3.27a) D1 (to) -1.4902, D2CiO) • 1.5038, 

(3. 27b) Cl1(iO) - -2.697, C22'UO) - 4.101, C12 - C21 .. O. 

Hence, the ¥irst order approximation in (3.21) becomes. 

(3.28) PliO +£1t) = 10.99136(1 + 1.4902.1i1 - 1.5038.1i2). 

(3.29) 

Looking at the ¥unctional ¥orm o¥ (3.28), it is little wonder 

that ¥or nonparallel yield curve shifts, ,L\il "Ai2, the price 

¥unction changed in ways not anticipated by the traditional 

approximat ion (2.4). Namely, this price ¥UYICt ion is relat ively 

sen.itive to .dov .. ments in .1i1 and iV2 separately. However, because 

these sensitivities are o¥ opposite sign and similar magnitude, the 

traditional approximatioYI, which a.sumes .1i1 - Aia, produce. an 

appar .. nt sensitivity of only .0136. 

Similarly, the traditional convexity value o¥ 1.404 disguises 

the greate.- sensitiviti .. s implied by the partial convexities in 

(3.27b). That is, expanding (3.28) to second order term. as in 

(3.22), we get. 

PC10 +£1t) = 10.99136 (1 + 1.:t.902,L\i1 ~(2.697) (.1i1)2 

- 1.5038.1i2 + ~(4.101)(.L\i2)2J. 
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(3.30) 

(3.31> 

Again, depending on th@ relationship between Lli1 and Lli2' this 

price function will behave in ways not anticipated by the 

traditional approximation which assumes Lli1 ~ Lli2. 

Implicit in the above discussion is the assumption that when a 

multivariate approximation is restricted to pa~allel shifts, i.e. 

Ai J = 11i foo' all J, the corresponding one variable approximation 

from sect ion is produced. For example, (3.21) o"educes to (1.5). 

For this to be so, it is necessary And sufficient that duration 

equals the sum of the partial durations, and convexity equals the 

sum of the partial convexities. 

The followirog proposition formalizes this result: 

frggg~!!!Qn_§ Let to be a yield curve vector and OliO) and CliO) 

denote the duration and convexity values calculated according to the 

"parallel shift" apprOAch. Then. 

OliO) 

CliO) 

!?rQQf Let M = <1, ••• ,1>, the parallel shift direction vectoo" and 

define the price function P(i) - P(to + iM). 

gives: 
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(3. 32a) 

(3.32b) 

C3.33) 

Evaluating (3.32) at i - 0, and dividing by P(O) - P(10), conlpletes 

the proof. II 

Turning next to the exponential models, we have the following: 

Er2R9~iliQD_Z Let ret) be a smooth parametrization of yieJd cU"ve 

vectors defined 01"1 CO,lJ so that rCO) a to, rCl) - 10 + ~1. Also, 

assume that PCrCt» ~ 0 for 0 ~ t ~ 1. Then I 

P<10 + ,61)/PC10) - itxpc-IDC rCt» ·r' Ct) dtl, 
o 

where r' Ct) denotes the ordinary derivative of this ' vector valued 

function. 

frggf Define fCt) - InIPCrCt» I. A calcul.tion shows that f' (t) 

-D(rCt»·r' (t), which can be integrated and exponentiated to 

complete the proof. II 

From Proposition 7, the following apprOXimation results. 
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(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

PUo +A1t)/PUo) 1/ expC-D(tO) ·r· (O)l. 

I ... the speci.l c.s. wh.r. ret) iw li .... ar. ret) .. to + tAt. the ,nOI'e 

general formulas i ... (3.33) and (3.34) are easi ly s.en to re.duce to 

the directional derivative count.rparts in (3.9) and (3.10). with 

Ai here corresponding to AiN above. 

In order to develop the second order exponential approximation. 

partial derivatives of the various partial durations are required. 

A ... alogous to (1.1S) and (3.11). w. havel 

which is derived by differentiating the ide ... tity PJ = -PDJ • with 

respect to ik' Proceeding as before. one can expand the exponent 

functio ... in (3.33) as a one variable Taylor series by replacing the 

upper limit of i ... tegratio ... with s. say. the ... substituting s = 1 into 

the second order Taylor expa ... sion to obtainl 

PliO + il/PUO) = .xp {-DUo) 'r' (0) 

+ "lCr' (O)T(CUO) - D(iO)T D(io»r' (0) 

I ... the speci.l cawe wh.re ret) iw linear, r"(O) = O •• nd (3.36) 

reduces to the dir.ctio .... l derivative cou ... terpart i ... (3.12). 
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(3.37a) 

(3.37b) 

(3.38) 

In section 2.c, appro~imation formulas were developed in (2.7) 

and (2.8) which illustrated the sensitivity of the yield to maturity 

to parallel shifts in the yield curve. In this section, these 

results will. be generalized to include non-parallel shifts. 

As befet'e, let 10 be a yield cut've vector, and 10 the 

equivaler,t YTM so that P(IO) = P(IO). E~pandiy,g into the t'espective 

fh'st ordet' Taylor series, 

PliO +~I) = P(IO)[l - D(lo)·LlI), 

P(IO + AI) = P<IO) [1 - 0(10) All. 

Equating these values, we can solve for A11 when 0(10) ~ 0, 

obtaining: 

Al = R.!.!QL:Al 
O( 10) 

This equation reduces to (2.7) when ~i is a parallel shift, since 

As an e~ample, t'ecall the price funct ion of sect ion 2. a., whet'e 

the initial yield curve, iO .. (.105,.10), was seen to be equivalent 

to the yield to maturity, 10 = .00445. That is, both yielded an 

initial price of 10.99136. Consider the small nonparallel yield 
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(3.39) 

curve shift, AI'" (.0005,.001). Based on (3.38), one apprc'Kirnates 

the associated change in the yield to maturity, .61::: .00442, using 

the duration values from (2.2) and (3.27); Estimating LlI dit'ectly 

proves this result to be a little understated, in that ll.I = .00455. 

Consider neKt the larger nonparallel shift -of Al = (.005,.01). 

Because this shift flattens th~ original yield curve to (.11,.11), 

it is obvious that the new co.'responding YTM equals .• 11, and that we 

should find that III - .10555. The approKimation based on (3.38) 

equals .0442, an apparently significant error. However, it must be 

kept in mind that the approKimation produced by (3.38) for AI, used 

in conJunction with 0(10) in (3.37b), will produce the same estimate 

for P(.11,.11) as will (3. 37a) using the actual ~1 and the partial 

durations. 

By eKpanding the Taylor series in (3.37) to include second 

order terms, .11 can be estimated using the quadratic formula, 

producing the following gene.'alization of (2.8): 

.11 ::: {DO - rcDO~ - 2COO· ,41 + Co Al1(: Ail }/Co, 

where DO = 0(10), Co m C(Io), 0 - 0(10), and C '" C(iO). 

This forMula generalizes (2.8) to allow nonparallel yield curve 

shifts, and as was the cas. there, the negative square root is used 

to satisfy the initial condition that AI - 0 when /)j = O. 
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Recalling the partial duration and convexity values in (3.27), 

this quadt'atic formula can be used to estimate the AI associated 

with Ai m (.0005,.001) in the example above. In this case, the 

estimate for AI is improved compat'ed with the linear estimate, 

reproducing the exact value of ~I = .00455 to five decirnal places. 

For the larger shift of ~l c (.005,.01), a negative value is 

produced uy,der the square root. That is, there is no real number, 

AI, fo.r which the one variable second order Taylot' series equals the 

Multivariable series which reflects Ai, D(l), and C(ll. A 

calculation shows that this latter value is.99258, while the 

minimum value of the one variable quadratic is .99362, which is 

achieved at ~I = .07435. 

In this case, al though an impt'oved est imate for A I can be 

obtained by this critical value analysis, its use in the associated 

second order Taylor series does not produce a good estimate for the 

change in price. Specifically, this second order analysis would 

produce a t'elative chay,ge of .99362, while the fit'st order analysis 

with ~I = .04422 produces a relative price change of .99241, which 

is significantly closer to the actual value of .99258. 

Considering next the parallel shift analYSis of section 2.d, 

t'ecall that it was shown that Y,on-parallel shifts could be handled 

by redefining duration and convexity to reflect these non-parallel 
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(3.40) 

directions. Alternatively, non-parallel shifts can be accommodated 

using the standard section 1 formulas, if the parallel shift 

parameter, Ai, i. properly constructed as a function of the actual 

shi ft, Ai. 

To this end, the first order eMpansion of R(10 + ~1) in 

(3.37a) must be used twice, once for the general Ai, and once for 

the parallel shi ft vector" Ai ~i", wher." - (1, ••• ,1). 

Equating the.e approMimations, w. can solve for Ai when 

0(10) ~ 0, obtaining_ 

Ai = DliQl~~' • 
0(10) 

Unlike the YTM counterpart formula in (3.38), here Ai is seen to be 

a weighted average of the various component Ai J valu.s since 

Using the partial durations in (3. 27a) , we can apply (3.40) to the 

_____ A.! ____ _ 

(. 002~, • 007~) .~554 

(.0002,.0001) -.0109 

A calculation shows that using th •• e parallel shift equivalents in 

the standard first order formula (2.4) produces identical first 
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(3.41) 

(3.42) 

order results to those displayed in (2.13) produced with directional 

derivatives. 

Interpreted this way, we sea that tha traditional ~ormulas can 

provide poor estimates ~or non-parallel shi~ts because the 'units of 

the associated parallal shi~t ~i, can be orders o~ magnitude 

larger, and/or o~ a differant sign, than may be inferred from the 

various non-parallel shift values of ~iJ' This cannot happen if 

all 0J(10) values have tha same sign, for eHample, as is . true for a 

noncallable bond (sae (4. 2». In such cases, the equivalent Ai 

will be within the range of Ai J values, as is easily seen. 

The second order counterpart to (3.40) is identical to (3.391, 

only with DO - O(iO) and Co - CliO). 

Relationships between the various duration and convewity values 

defined in the previous sections are developed in the following 

propositions, 
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13.43) 

13.44) 

13.4:5) 

13.46) 

13.47) 

13.48) 

~r9Qf Both formulas are restatements of the definitions of ONliO) 

and CNliO), reflecting the directional derivative identities in 

13.3). II 

Before continuing, it should be noted that for M - 11, ••• ,1), 

we have by Propositions 6 and 8, the eKpected results. 

The following proposition summarizes a numb .. r of ,-esults 

regarding derivatives of the various duration functions. 

~~!!!9!L~ Let N .. 0 be .. direction vector. Then, 

d OliO) ~ D2(10) - CliO), 
iiI 

~r29f Let PIO » PliO + iM). Relationship 13.45) is derived by 

differentiating the identity, P'Ii) = -PIUDIO, solving fo,- 0' lil, 
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(3.49) 

(3.50) 

and substituting i .. o. Sirnilarly, (3.45) is derived froM the 

ident tty, PN (1) .. -p (I) ON (I), where PN (I) denotes the direct ioy.al 

derivative of P(l). Here, however, it is the directional 

derivatives which are taken. 

SiMilarly, differentiating the identity, Pk(l) - -P(i)Ok(l) with 

respect to i J leads to (3.47), while BUMMing this result with 

respect to k ar.d using (3.30) produces (3.48). II 

Returning y.ow to bounds for directional derivatives, we have: 

ErQR2~!~!QrL!Q Let P(l) be a price function and 0(10) its tot.al 

du.'ation vector evaluated at 10- Then for all duration vecto.'s, N, 

-10(10) IINI .i ON(10) .i 10(10) IINI, 

where I denotes the length of the given vectors. Further, the 

upper bound in (3.49) is achieved for all positive Multiples of the 

unit vecto"1 

No = 0(10)/10(10)1. 

SiMilarly, the lower bound is achieved for all positive Multiples of 

-No· 

Ergg! By Multiplying the nUMerator and denominator of No in (3.50) 

by P(10), it becomes clear that this unit vector equals No of 

P.'oposition 4. By evaluating 0N(iO) for N = ±No by (3.41>, the 
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(3.51) 

bounds in (3.49) are seen to be a simplified restatement of (3.13) 

and (3.13)', since the sign of P(IO) becomes transparent. II 

It should be noted that by Proposition 10, if 0J(IOI - O(Iol/m 

for all J, the corre.ponding price function is most sensitive to 

parallel yield curve .hifts since then No a (1,1, ••• ,11. Next, 

Proposition 11 shows that given 0(101, the range of price 

sensitivity displayed in (3.49) is minimized for this case. 

~r2gg.il!2n_l! Let 0(101 be a total duration vector with associated 

duration 0(101. Then. 

10(101 I ~ 10(Ioll/~m, 

where m is the dimension of 0(101. Further, the lower bound in 

(3.511 is achieved if and only if 0J(10I = O(lal/m, for all J. 

~rgg! Although this is a familiar calculus result, a simple non

calculus proof is possible. Changing notation, let A be the vector 

with aJ C 0(101/m, for all J, and let 8 also have the property that 

£bJ ~ 0(101. Then C B - A satisfies £Ci = 0, so 181 2 = 

IAI2 + ICI2. Hence, since ICI2 ~ 0, IBI2 is minimized when C 0. II 

~~!!!Qn_lg Let P1(ll and P2(ll be price functions with 

corresponding total duration vectors 01(11, 02(1" and total 

convexity matrices Cl(II and C2(l'. Let P(ll - P1(II + P2(II. Then 

for P(II ~ 0, 
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(3.~21 D(ll - CP1(iIDl(il + P2(11Da(1IJ/P(11, 

(3.531 C(ll - ,Pl(iICl(11 + P2(ilCa(ilJ/P(il. 

fr2R! As is the c •• e for the traditional values, this re.ult 

follow. directly from the additive property of derivatives. II 

Clearly, Propostion 12 implies that both partial values and 

directional values satisfy similar identities. 

As a final comment, it should be not ad thilt tha cOYlclusions 

noted in section l.a. for the ona variabl", .pod .. ls hold in the 

multivariate conteKt as wall. For eKample, the directional duration 

aKponential approKimations can be interpreted as the limiting case 

of applying the directional linear approKimations to ev .. r finer 

subdivisions of the seg.,ent [iO, 10 + .t,iNJ. The ' a .. su,opt ion of a 

constant directional duration then leads to the first order 

eKponential formulas, while the assumption that this function is 

1 i Ylear ove,' the segment leads to the second o"de,' for',lulas. As 

before, use of the second order directional approKimations with a 

constant directioYlill conv"Kity does not change this r .... ult. In 

addition, the eKponential identity can be viewed as the limiting 

cas .. of the corresponding fh'st o,.der app"oKimations with eKact 

di,.ectional du,.ation values. 

Fo,. the p.,,-t ial du,.at ion models rest,.icted to rct I "' 10 + t Ai, 

similar results hold. Fo,. general r(tl, the lin .. a,. approKimation 
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C3.54) 

.C3.55) 

converges to the eKponantial identity as can be shown by defining 

the partition (J/nlJ - O, ••• ,n) on [O,lJ, the domain of rCt), and 

proceeding as before. 

In saction 1.c., tha concept. of the duration of duration was 

definad and used to restate the second order approKimations in an 

intuitively natural way. Hare, this compound duration approach will 

be generalized to the multivariate Models. 

~!iDiliQD_~~§ Given a directional duration function ONCI), the 

t;2!IIlX!.IIll!Ldlr!lHOli20§!_sh!rAli2D, ONONCI), is defined for 0NCi) '" 0 

as follow.: 

~fiD!li2!!_~~1 Given a partial duration function, 0kCi), the 

a. folIo .... : 
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(3.56) 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 

(3.60) 

From Propo~ition 9, 

~s in section 1, the first order Taylor series approximation. 

can be substituted into the exponential identtty (3.9) and 

integrated with respect to t to produce. 

p (10 + A iN) IP (10) '" exp C- .<!'liDN (10) P - DNDN (10) A il2)J. 

A calculation .. hows that (3. 59) i~ equival .. nt to the second o,-de,-

expon .. ntial approximation in (3.12). In a similar way, the .. econd 

o,-de,- appro .. imat ion in (3.7) can be r .... tated a ... 

~ .. wa .. the case in .. ect ion 1. c., we .. ee that th .... e second o,-der 

approximations can b .. int .. rpreted as the corre .. ponding fh- .. t orde,

app,-0I(in1atioY, .. with adJusted directional duration values_ The 

adJustments again corre .. pond to a yield chang .. of ~i/2. 

In a similar fa .. hion, th .. approxImation. 
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(3.61) 

(3.62) 

(3.63) 

Dk(10 + tAl) 101 Dk(tO)Cl - tD>JDk(tO) AiJJ, 
J 

can be Bubst i tuted into the exponential ident tty (3 •. 33), with 

r(t) D to + t AI, and integrated to obtain. 

PUo + Ail/P(io) 101 eMp t-I: ..t.ikDk(lolrt·- I:DJDk(iO) LliJ/2J). 
J 

This exponential approximation is equivalent to (3.36) with r(t) = 

to + t ~1. Finally, the second order approximation of (3.22) can be 

restated. 

PHo + At)/P(tO) 101 

1 - I: .4ikOkHO)Cl - I:(DJDk(tO) + 0J(l!)' Ai J /2l. 
J 
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(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

~. APPLICATIONS 

rn general. one can only apply the various derivative based 

definitions directly when cash flowa are fiKed and independent of 

interest rates. For eKample. when financial options do not eKist 

which make cash flows "interest sensitiv ..... 

For eKample. given a fiKed V&ctOt" of annual ca.h flows. K m 

(Cl •.••• cm). and a corr .. sponding spot rate vector. 1 = (il •••• ,im), 

the price function is given by: 

wher .. vJ (1 - + i J )-l. A simple calculation produces, 

J+l 
0J(i) = ~£JYJ-- , 

P<i) 

J+2 
CJJ(l) = ~1~±11£JYJ __ , 

pel) 

In this conteKt, it is obvious that these partial durations sum 

to duration, and similarly for the partial conveKities. In 

addition, because C(l) i. a diagonal matriK. the second order 

formulas simplify. For eKample. 
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, 
I 

L 

(4.4) 

In the real world, however, many financial instruments contain 

options. Assets can be pre-paid Ii.a. "called") at the option of 

the borrower for a fiMed price. Liability streams associated with 

guaranteed intet'est contracts (BICs), single pt'emiuOI defert'ed 

annuities (SPDAs), ~avings accounts, etc., usually contain 

withdrawal (i.e. "put") options which benefit the contractholder. 

Also, contractholder call options ara common, whereby tne 

Coy,tt'actholder caY, invest more in the o"i'ginal contract. 

For such cash 1'low storeams, the formal derivatives of the p"ice 

function involve both derivatives of the interest factors, as in 

this paper's examples, and derivatives of the cash flow stream 

itself. Typically, cash flow sensitivity cannot be modelled 

directly in closed mathematical form which lends' itself to 

different iat ion. Rather, this sensitivity is modelled discretely 

via interest rate proJect ions and "i 1'-then" al gO"i thms. 

So-called "option pricing" models are COOlmon today ([SJ, [7J, 

[8J, [11l). With them, P(i) and pel) are not defined directly in 

terms of discounted cash flows, but rather, are de1'ined indirectly 

in a manner which reflect. the effect of options on the cash flow 

stream. These models are stochastic, in that a variety of future 

p,'oJect ions are encompassed and summarized, rather than 

deterroinistic, whe.'eby the futu.'. is treated as known. Naturally, 
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(4.5) 

(4.6) 

such option pricing models produce a price which is very much a 

function of the yield curve assumed, so in particular, the price 

function can be discretely ,estimated. 

As common as such model .. are today, so it is common to use 

disc."et. deff,nitions of duration and conveHity. For eHample, or,e 

can estimate D(i> and C(i> by the following central diffe."ence 

formulas: 

DE(i) = -CP(i + E) - P(i - E)J I 2EP(i), 

CE (i) CP(i + E) - 2P(i) + P(i - E)l / E2p(U. 

Forward difference formula .. are also common, even though they can 

often be "biased." That is, they better reflect, sensitivity to an 

increase in interest rates, ,"ather than sensitivity to char,ge in 

geYleral. Of course, formulas (4.~) and (4.6) readily generalize to 

directional duration and conveHit)' estimates. For this plJrpose, 

P(i) is interpreted alS PliO), and P(t + E) interpreted as 

PliO + EN), whet"e N is the direction vector. In the special case 

where N -= (1, ••• , 1), the parallel sh i ft vecto.', the fo."mul as above 

provide estimates for the, parallel shift approach discussed in 

sect ion 2. b. 

As fo.' the proper value of E, one cornrnor,ly uses J'~dge",ent and 

some trial and error. Theoret icall)" one can est imate the e,'ror in 
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(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

L 

the durat io .... a .... d conveKi ty est imates i.... (4.3) a .... d (4.6) by e><pay.d i ng 

P(i + E) and P(i - €) a. Taylor s.ries in € and substituti .... g inte. 

the respective ~ormula.. This producest 

DE(l) - D(l) .. -p(3) (llE2/6P(i) + (9(E4), 

CE(l) - C(il .. p(4) (1lE2/12P(i) + 6(E4)". 

As can be seen ~rom these formulas, the duration and convexity 

estimates improve quickly as E"decreases. However, the third and 

fourth derivatives of P(il are generally not known, BO the direct 

application of (4.7) and (4.81 to select an E with a given error 

tolerance first requires 'heir estimation. Logically, this ~ormal 

approach is iterative in that an E ill chosen, higher ordet' 

derivatives estimated, and the approKimate arror evaluated via (4.71 

and (4.81. If nacessat'y, the process is repeated. Ert'or est imates 

so derived are only approKimate since the estimated higher ordet' 

derivatives will also contain errors depending on yet highet' ot'der 

derivatives. In practice, however, good results can o~ten be 

obtained with E equal to 1 to 5 basis points. 

To calculate the various directional derivatives and 

conveKities using Propositio .... 8, it is sufficient to estimate only 

the partial duration and convexity values. The above ~ot'mulas 

generalize in the natural way tot 
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(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

CJkE(t) = [P(t + EJ + Ek) P(t - EJ + Ek) - P(t + EJ - Ek) 

+ PCI. EJ Ek)J /4EJEkPCil. 

Here, EJ = EJ (O, ••• ,l, ••• O), where EJ is the Jth coordinate, and 

E ~ (El, ••• ,Em). As was true for the one variable model, Judgement 

and trial and ert'or are needed to determine an appropriate set of 

values for EJ , which could be chosen to be equal for simplicity. 

Error estimation formulas generalizing (4.7) and (4.8) can again be 

developed using multivariate Taylor series eKpansions, to produc~, 

CJkE(i) - CJk(t) ~ CEJ 2PJk(3,1) (1) + Ek2PJk(1,3) (t)J/6P(1) 

+ (!)(EJ , Ek) 4. 

In C4.11), PJ(3) denotes the third partial derivative with respect 

to i J , while in (4.121, the (3,1) and (1,3) notation denotes the 

correspondi,..,g miKed fourth ordet' partial derivatives with respect to 

J and k. The second term on the right in (4.121 denotes a 

homogeneous fourth order polynomial in EJ and Ek, which for EJ Ek 

becor"es (y-(E4). 

suffice. 

In practice, 1 to 5 basis points will often 

As a final comment, it should be noted that partial duratio,.., 

and conveKity estimates should be "normalized" to satisfy 

Proposition 9. That is, these values should be scaled so that they 

SlIm to the estimated duration or conveKity values, respectively. 
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Once ,the partial durations have been calculated, the first 

important exercise is one of observation. Since duration equals the 

sum of the part ial durat ions, one can observe to what exterlt 

pat'allel price sensitivity as measut'ed by D(10) decomposes along the 

yield curve. In general, price sensitivity to nonparallel shifts 

will be gl'eater 1 f the part ial durat 10ns are large, with some 

positive and others negative, rather than relatively uniform of size 

D(10)/m. 

For exarnple, the duration of the price furlction defined irl 

(2.3) equalled .0136, irnplying relatively little interest 

serlsitivity. However, this value was seen to decompose irlto partial 

dm'ations of D1(10) .. -1.4902 and D2(10) = 1.5038, which had the 

effect of "level'aging" some nonparallel shifts into a great deal of 

price sensitivity. By "leveraging" is meant that the change in 

pl'ice observed could ,be very large or of the opposite orientat ion 

relative to what would have been estimated based on D(1) arId the 

actual values of Ai J • 

In those examples, had both partial durations been equal ~c, 

.0068, this leveraging would not have occurred. That is, th~ actual 

change in price would have been est imable by the durat ion, D (1), arId 

a yield charlge value within the range of the ,Ai J values. 
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Specifically, for fli equal to the simple avet'age of the Lh J • On 

the other hand, had the total duration vector been given by D -

(-10.4902,10.5038), more leveraging would have been observed for 

nonparallel yield curve shifts. 

As art example, assume that Ai - (.0025,.0075). Using (3.40), 

we see that for the original total duration vector, D 

(-1.4902,1.5038), the equivalent parallel shift would have been 

Lii ~ .5554. For the unifot'm vector, D (.0068,.0068), the 

equivalent parallel shift is Lli - .005 as expected. Finally, fCot' 

the vector D - (-10.4902,10.5038), the equivalent parallel shift is 

calculated to be Lii - 3.8642. 

Beyond this informal exercise of observation, one can formally 

calculate price sensitivity a number of ways. By definition, the 

duration value, O(iO), reflect~ sensitivity to parallel yield curVe 

shifts, while the various partial durations, 0JCiO), reflect 

sensitivity to changes in the yield curve point by point. 

Similarly, for a given direction vector, N, one can calculate the 

directional duration ON(iO) from (3.41). This value then reflects 

price sensitivity to yield curve shifts which are proportional to N. 

Or.e direction vector of note is No as defined in (3.50). As 

demonstrated in Proposition 10, this vector represents the yield 

curve shift which produces the maximum value of DN(iO), and 

consequently, the greatest relative change in the price function, 
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given INI - 1. Similarly, yield curve shifts proportional to No 

also provide extr .. me value. of DN(IO), and hence, represer,t yield 

curve directions of maximal. relative price sensitivity. By 

Proposition 10, the length of the total duration vector, ID(iO)I, 

quantifies the amount of this maximal relative price sensitivity. 

Clearly, the value of ID(iO)1 provides a more rigorous basis 

for the "leveraging" effect discussed above. For the three total 

duration vectors considered above with D(iO) D .0136, the 

corresponding values of ID(IO)I are. 

(4. 13a) 1(-1.4902,1.:5038) i - 2. lltl, 

(4. 13b) 

(4. 13c) 

1(.0068,.0068)1 - .0096, 

I (-10.4902,10.:5038)1 a 14.8450. 

From Proposition 11, it i. clear that of all two-dimen.ional total 

duration vectors with 0(10) = .0136, the vector in (4.13b) is of 

minimal length. Naturally, there is no corresponding duration 

vector of maximal length given 0(10), so any amount of leveraging is 

possible at least in theory. 

To formalize the notion of leveraging exemplified above, we 

..... k a relationship between a yield curve shift, AI, and the 

equivalent parallel shift value, ili, so that the change in price 

due to ,Ai is estimable with 0(10) and .Ai. By (3.40), for 

D(10) '" 0 the parallel shift equivalent, ~i, of the vector AI, 
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(4.14) 

(4.1:5) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

is given by. 

Consequently, by Proposition 10, we have 

.A i I s. HUiall • I ~1', 
10(10) I 

and the upper bound in (4.15) is achieved for ~1 proportional to 

0(10) • 

This analysis motivates the following definition. 

~!i~!!!QD_~~! Let P(l) be a price function. The dYr~!!Q~~! 

l~Y~r~g~ of P(l) at 10 is defined when P(10), 0(10) ~ 0 as 

follows: 

U10) = 10(10)1110(10)1. II 

From (4.15) we see that given ~1, the corresponding parallel shift 

value can be as large as L(tO) times I Atl. In addition, this 

rnaKimum value is attained for shifts proportional to D(tO). The 

durational leverage values corresponding to the eKamples in (4.13) 

are easily calculated to be 155.67, .71, and 1091.54, respectively. 

By Proposition 11, it is clear that. 

L(tO) ~ l/.Jm, 
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(4.18) 

(4.19) 

i 

L 

with equality if and only if OJ (iO) - O(io)/m for all J. As was the 

case for ID(to'I, L(to' ha. no upper bound in theory. 

One r .. latively common generalization today of the "pa,-allel 

shift" model i. the "linear shift" model. That is, where the 

direction vector, L - (11, ••• ,1m' i. defin .. d bYI 

where mJ der,otes the time value of the pivotal yield cu,-ve pOir,t, 

i J • For eKample, one might have m1 - .2~, m2 - .~, m3 - 1, etc. 

For such yield curve shifts, the associated ' directional 

du,-ation and conveKity functions are readily calculated by 

Proposition 8. For eKample, the directional duration is given by. 

That is, the directional duration naturally splits into two first 

order components. The first component, DRJOJ (to', reflects p,-ice 

sensi t ivi ty to yield .lope changes, ;"'hi Ie the second cOhlponent, 

o (10', ,-eflects price sEtnSit i vi ty to parallel yield char,ges as 

eKpected. 

SiMilarly, the directional conveKity is calculated to be: 
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(4.20) 

(4.21) 

Here we have used the symmetry of CliO)' that is, CJk ~ CkJ. 

Unlike du.-ation, the directional conve"ity splits into three 

components, reflecting quadratic sensitivities to slope and level 

changes, as well as a mi"ed slope/level sensitivity term. Analogous 

to (4.19), the, pure parallel shift component is simply conv .. "ity, 

whi Ie the slope 'ter-mll reflect weighted sums of part ial conve" it ies. 

An alter-native "slope" model involves a reparametrizatioY. of 

the yield curve. That is, rather than i~terpret the yield curve as 

a vector-, t = (i 1. ••• i m), a yield slope vector, .. = (51. ••• , sm) is 

defined as follows: 

Clearly, sJ reflects the increase (or decrease) in the yield curve 

between the (J-l>st and the Jth rate. This change is often ,-efert"ed 

to as the "slope" between the respective yield points. 

From (4.21) we have that .. - At, where A is a linear 

h-ansformat ion. Here we agai n follow the notat ional coy.vent ion that 

.. and i are interpreted as column vectors. This transformation is 

given by. 
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(4.22) 

'(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

L 

I 1 0 
1-1 1 
I 0 -1 

A· I · I · I · I 0 0 

0 0 . · 0 
0 o • · . 0 
1 0 . 0 

0 o • · .-1 

J .• k, 
J • k + 1, 
oth.rwi ••• 

0 I 
0 I 
0 I 

· I 

· I 

· I 
I. 

It i •• a.y to ••• that A i. inv.rtibl., with. 

1 0 0 o • . 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 o . 

A-I . I . 
I 
I . 
I 1 1 1 1 . 

That 1., Arl •• wher •• 

J ~ k 
otherwi ••• 

· 0 0 

· 0 0 
0 0 

I 

· 1 I. 

aa •• d on this tran.formation, it i. possible to conv.rt the various 

approximation formula. in section 3 from function. of ~i to 

funct ion. of 4 •. 
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(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

Fo .. exa,.ple, ... e have f .. om (3.22). 

PliO + .11 i) IP(iO) = 1 - OliO) Ai + ".J AiTC<io) Ai. 

He .. e, the du .. ation te .. m i ... e ..... itt.n in mat .. ix fo .. m .. at he .. than as a 

dot p .. oduct, ... ith OliO) t .. eated as a "0 ... mat .. ix. Substituting diT 

- [A-1 4sJT, and using the p .. op ... ty of t .. anspose that (Xy)T c yTXT, 

... e get. 

... he .... As is given by (4.23) and. 

He .. e, 0 .. (10) and Cg(iO) a .. e the total du .. ation vecto .. arId total 

convexity mat .. ix, respectively, defined in the context of the yield 

slope vecto .. s. 

A calculation shows that the total du .. ation vector is given by. 

m m 
0s(iO) = (~OJ(iO),~OJ(iO), ••• ,Om(iO». 

1 2 

That is, the relative sensitivity of the p .. ice function to the Jth 

slope, 6sJ, is the sum of the pa .. tial durations f .. om the Jth to the 

roth value. Not su"prisingly, the sensitivity of the p .. ice function 

to L\.Sl equals the duration O(iO), since ASl = L111, and 1'0 .. this 
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C4.311 

C4.32) 

yi.ld curve parametrization, Ail determin.s the change in the 

"level" or the yield curve. 

Analogously, the total conveMity matrlK rerlects sums .or 

m m 
CCsC10»Jk - r r CabCIO), 

a-J b-k 

where the Jkth t.rm quantirie. the sensitivity or the price runction 

to the product of the Jth and kth slop.s, i.... ASJ ..1"k. Again not 

surprisingly, the .en.iti~lty to C ASll2 is the conveKity C(10). 

Although perhaps not readt"ly apparent, the total duration 

vector and ce,nv.Kity matriK d.rin.d in C4.30) and C4. 31) could h.ve 

been calculat.d directly from Derinition 3.S by defining the price 

function directly in terms or w. In particular, given P(1), let the 

pric. function RCw) be defined bYI 

R Cwl • PCA-lw). 

Th.n 0.(10) as defined in C4.30) is Just the total duration vector 

of RCw) evaluated at SO • AIO. SiMilarly, CsCIOI i. the total 

conveMity matriK or RC.). 
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(1'1.1) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

Er9gq~!l!go Let P(i) be a smooth price function and let <i J } define 

a partition of the interval [iO,il, 

J-O,l •..• ,n 

where ~i a i - iO. Further, let Kn be defined as the approKimation 

to P(i)/P(iO) obtained by applying (1. i2) to the terms in (1.29): 

n 

Kn .. TI(l - O<1 J -l) Ailn + '!lC<i J -l><Ai/n)2). 
J-l 

lim Kn a eKp [-OliO) Ail. 
n ..... 

Furthe.', if O<1 J -l) .. 0(10) + [02 (10) - CliO») (J - ll11iln ar.d 

C(i J -l) .. C(iO)' 

lird Kn" eKp ,-0 (10) Ai + '!lCC (16) - 0 2 (10») ( Ail 2J. 
n ...... 
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(A.5) 

(A.S) 

(A.7) 

lim Kn - eMp 
n ...... 

i 

[-JO(Y)dYJ. 
iO 

For all thrRe limit. above, the conclusions are the same if Kn is 

defined with respect to the linear approMimation in (1.5) rather 

than the quadratic e.timate (1.12). 

~29f Because POO(i) i. continuous, C(i) and O(i) are bounded on 

(iO,i). Hence, an initial value of no can be chosen 50 that for 

n ~ no, Kn equals the product of po.itive factor.. For such an n, 

In(Kn ) is therefore well definRd. BRcausR Int is a continuous 

function, as i. it. inver.e eM, Kn will conve"ge if and only if 

In(Kn ) convergRs. 

n 
In(Kn ) I: InCl - DO Ai/n + ~CO( .Ail 2 /n2). 

J-l 

U.ing thR Taylor .erie. eMpansion, 

which is allowable becau.e the argument. in (A.S) are uniformly 

bounded for n ~ no. we getl 
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(I'I.S) 

(1'1.9) 

(1'1.10) 

(1'1.11) 

n 
In(Kn ) .. I: ,-DO Ai/n + ~CO( Aile/ne + 8(1/ne ).:! 

J-l 

- -DO Ai + ~C( Al)e/n + <t<1/n). 

Using a similar argument, assume that D(i J -l) -

DO + EO(J-l) A i/n, where EO '" DOe - C;O, and C(i J -l) - CO. Then fot" 

n sufficiently largel 

lnlKn) .. ~ In(l - DO Ai/n - JO.o(J-l)( .1il e /na + ~CO( "lh)a/n2}. 
JoJ 

n 
I'Igain using 11'1.7), and I: (J - 1) - n(n - l)/e, we get' 

J-l 

lnlKn ) = -DO tit - ~EO ( A II a (1"1-1) In + ~Co I All a/n + 8<111"1). 

Taking limits in (1'1.10) demonstrates 11'1.4). 

n 
I: 11"1(1 - DCi J -l) 611n + ~C(iJ-l) I Ai)e/na) 

J=l 

Taking limits in (1'1.11), we see that the first sun.n.ation converges 

to the Riemann integral of DIy). The second tern. converges to zero 
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because the summation converges to the integral oP C(y), while its 

coePPecient converges to O. Hence, (A.5) is demonstrated. 

Finally, had the PirBt order approximation been used in the 

daPinition oP Kn , the same limits would have resulted. This is due 

to the Pact that in each caBe above, the convexity adJustment was 

Been to be 9Il/n), and consequently added nothing in the limit. II 
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